Assignment for Falling and Loving

This week’s assignment is to create something—anything—inspired by your experience at the Falling and Loving show. Whatever you submit should adhere to the following, intentionally vague, guidelines:

1.) Your product must have been inspired by the “Falling and Loving” show or by Elizabeth Streb’s presentation in class. It might be based on what you saw, what you felt, what you heard, or on a theme that occurred to you, for example.
2.) You can build, dance, write, visit, paint, conduct, explore...
3.) You must spend three hours on this assignment
4.) Your product must somehow incorporate mathematics or connect with mathematics
5.) You will submit the following:
   a. Your product. This can be anything. It might be written, filmed, taped, built.... Please submit it through Canvas. If it’s a physical object, please take a picture and submit it through Canvas and bring it in to show it off!
   b. Your responses. Please submit responses to the following questions through Canvas:
      i. How did you spend your three hours? Convince me that your project took you three hours to complete.
      ii. How did Elizabeth Streb (the presentation or show) inspire you?
      iii. Where is the mathematics in your product?

You will be graded A, C, F. This will be counted towards your “short assignments” grade.

A: The product shows that you were creative and that you challenged yourself. You answered all of the questions above in a convincing manner.

C: You could have challenged yourself more in creating your product. Your answers to the three questions need more elaboration

F: Your submission shows little effort.